SCORUS 2008

The options
Timing

Intention was to have a joint IAOS/SCORUS Conference in Shanghai

However:

- IAOS dates fixed for 14-16 Oct 2008
Timing

Two options:

Option 1:
- Eurostat requested to change date, and if successful, keep joint IAOS/SCORUS on 14-16 October in Shanghai

Option 2:
- SCORUS on 8-10 October in Beijing, IAOS on 14-16 Oct in Shanghai, Eurostat WP in Luxembourg on 16-17 October

Any views?
Theme of SCORUS 2008

Suggestions so far (inc sub-themes):

- Cooperation and Competition between cities and regions
- Regions, Cities and Neighbourhoods – the challenges of defining and measuring
- Global City Network
- Urban and Rural linkages and interactions
- Indicators for measuring disparities
- Images of competing cities
- Metropolitan cooperation
Theme of SCORUS 2008

Welcome views and further suggestions

Small organising group:
- Leila
- Dora
- Agnes

Please keep in touch